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A mobile spa business allows customers to pamper themselves whenever and wherever they want. Offering mobile spa services such as a mobile manicure and a mobile massage, customers can have fun and pamper themselves while they are struggling to balance their work-life. To build your brand, you need to be certified in their skills. Would you like to offer mobile massages? Then a certification by a
massage therapy school is necessary. Would you like to offer mobile manicure and pedicure? You must have cosmetology certification that focuses on these areas. Most courses do not take up much time and are relatively cheap. Of course, you can always hire the people that are necessary for different services, too. After you and all employees have the necessary certifications and licenses in your area,
the next step is to purchase a business license through your city and state. You can contact the United States Small Business Administration for information. For example, if you want to open a mobile massage store in Los Angeles, you can contact the city itself to find out all the necessary documentation. You also need to back up all the devices needed for a mobile spa business. To do this, you may need
to borrow. Create a list of all the devices you need and the approximate cost. If you need to take out a credit line, you need to write a business proposal that outlines everything you need. It's best to go multiple ways to maximize your reach for your audience. Your clientele for a mobile spa business is any person who wants to feel special and pampered, and can also pay the cost of a potentially high dollar
service. Develop a website that describes what you offer, such as mobile spa manicure, mobile massages, mobile hair services, mobile spray tan and more, and price levels. Create flyers and business cards with the name of your website and a description of your tasks. Display ads in local newspapers, magazines, and websites. Create a strong social media presence that underscores what you're doing
and customer reviews – Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest are great for it. Word-to-mouth propaganda is a powerful, cost-effective way to spread the word about your mobile spa business, so contact friends, family, customers and colleagues in person and ask them to let people know what to do. A mobile spa has the potential to be quite lucrative and rewarding. Mobile spas are always more expensive
than services in traditional stationary spas because customers pay a fee for comfort. Mobile spa parties are a unique, fun for people to celebrate life events, reward employees for their hard work or just have a few hours at home to feel special. All it takes is some hard work and ingenuity to get your foot in the door and get your healing hands on people who crave it. From Kalin Kassabov, founder and CEO
of ProTexting.comSearch Engine Optimization is important if you want your customers to find your site. To find. Today, mobile SEO must be aware when connecting with customers who use smartphones and tablets, especially as Google is increasingly rewarding websites that are mobile-friendly and punish those who are not. Some traditional SEO techniques that work for desktop do not always apply to
mobile devices. Here are some mobile SEO policies to ensure that your site ranks well for mobile devices. People are more likely than ever to look for a local company on their mobile phones. It is therefore important to do everything possible to make it easy for customers to find you. Use local keywords in your page titles, headings, and all parts of your content. Claim your Google My Business Listing. This
not only helps you rank with Google, but also makes it easy for people to find you via Google Maps. Insert all relevant information for your business. Your physical address, phone number, and hours of operation should all be up-to-date. Headlines are important for any type of content, and they are especially important when they target mobile users. Someone on a mobile device is likely to focus on the
headline and first paragraph before deciding whether to read the entire post or not. Also remember that smartphones have small screens, as long as headlines are likely to be cut off. Since people started publishing blogs, there have been discussions about the ideal content length. Conventional wisdom suggests that longer content of at least 1000 words has the best chance of being evaluated. In fact, a
2016 study by the Pew Research Center found a high level of engagement among mobile users for content of at least 1,000 words. While there is truth in this, your best strategy is to vary your content length. Longer pieces are good for SEO, but regularly sharing shorter pieces of 250-500 words A.D. will attract a diverse audience. Page loading speed is another SEO factor that is especially important for
mobile users. Pages typically take a little longer to load on mobile devices, and users don't have the patience to wait longer than a few seconds. For example, a slow website can cause you to lose visitors and be penalized by Google. There are many factors that contribute to website speed. Test your website regularly on mobile devices and make any necessary changes. For example.B, you need to
compress images, minimize redirects, or clean up your site's code. While Adobe Flash is out of format on the Internet, some websites still offer videos in this format. The iPhone never supported Flash, but Android has it for a Done. However, Android also withdrew its support due to various problems such as flash draining battery life. Because mobile devices do not support Flash, you should avoid this.
Mobile and voice search overlapping trends that are exploding. They are closely related because many people use voice assistants such as Siri, Alexa and Cortana on their mobile devices. When people use language search, they tend to speak in natural terms rather than instead of Keywords. To optimize voice search, think of local terms such as your city, neighborhood, and even nearby attractions.
Relevant keywords for a local company can contain .B near the library/convention center/art museum. People on mobile devices spend a lot of time on social media. If you're lucky enough to direct them to your website, it's likely they'll want to return to Facebook, Twitter or Instagram soon. Always add links and buttons to your own social media pages. Of course, you should also do the opposite and send
people from your Facebook page and other social media sites to your mobile-friendly website. If you have a brick-and-mortar store, remind your mobile customers to check in to Facebook when they stop. Mobile SEO is a fast-changing field that will evolve as more and more people join the mobile. While you don't want to neglect your laptop and desktop customers, you can now assume that the majority of
your customers are on mobile devices. Make sure you do everything you can to optimize your website for this fast-growing population. Kalin Kassabov is the founder and CEO of ProTexting.com, a fast-growing corporate SMS suite. New ideas in IT go through a long distillation process. Someone invents the idea, vendors talk about new product concepts, analysts weigh on the value. Eventually, a new
category of hardware or software emerges, but rarely in a fully formed state. When it comes to mobile virtualization, the family tree is solid: most organizations use some form of server virtualization in their data centers. Now IT executives are facing a new form of virtualization that is taking place on smartphones. The idea is to run two instances of an operating system on the same phone. This allows
employees (and IT) to transfer personal apps and services to an operating system and business services to a more secure operating system. There are two different approaches: Type 1 runs at the base hardware level and requires oem phone manufacturer participation, while Type 2 virtualization runs as a secure app on each device. As analyst Chris Hazelton of The 451 Group notes, there are pros and
cons to any approach. Root-level virtualization is more secure, he says, and means trusted access to root-level services such as Bluetooth connectivity or firmware changes. The downside is that this root-level access often requires permission and collaboration from phone providers such as Samsung and Motorola. this includes longer sales cycles, i.e. limited device range, and many management (person
shifts) must go through he says. In the meantime, mobile virtualization software running as an app can make it easier to deploy to more devices in a shorter time frame. Type 2 virtualization is inherently less secure, he says, because the software doesn't work at the hardware level. And Type 2 can run more slowly than native apps. Mobile virtualization meets the challenge of both will be a fundamental
problem within Organizations: the dreaded BYOD (bring your own device) puzzles. The reality of IT is that employees can get their preferred device into work, use corporate resources, and compromise your security infrastructure. In fact, IDC estimates that 55 percent of all smartphones used in the store will be owned by employees by 2015. Mobile virtualization provides a way to directly address and even
fully solve this challenge. Corporate data can be kept separate from consumer applications and potential mobile malware, Hazelton says. All data within the virtualized environment is encrypted, preventing external applications from accessing or interacting with corporate data and apps. IT can require a password on the device's corporate page so users can avoid password protection for consumer apps for
the camera, social networks, personal email [and other apps]. If the employee leaves or the device is lost or stolen, IT can delete the company's data without touching personal data. The idea of virtualizing mobile devices is to create a partition between enterprise and consumer apps and data, adds Stacey Crook, mobile enterprise analyst at IDC. Once device virtualization is applied, the device can run two
operating systems that are completely separate from each other. Companies will be interested in protecting their sensitive corporate data from viruses and data loss. Three companies -- Enterproid (www.enterproid.com), VMware (www.vmware.com) and Red Bend Software (www.redbend.com) -- offer competing products in this market. Everyone has found a niche for the company and offers unique
features that are geared to special needs.1. Enterproid Divide Enterproid offers the most straightforward approach. On an Android phone, the employee clicks an app and taps a password to launch a secure business instance of the operating system. On the management side, IT can control which apps are installed, set policies, and remotely delete the business instance. However, IT cannot touch the
personal data of the installed employee or control app. Because Divide is designed for rapid deployment, IT can roll out the product to almost any Android device that includes tablets such as the Amazon Kindle Fire. Andy Zmolek, Director of Solutions Engineering at Enterproid, says that a differentiate between Divide and the VMWare Horizon Model hypervisor approach, which also runs as an app, is that
Divide does not require collaboration with the phone OEM. The installation does not require a low-level driver and uses the standard Android procedures for the an app. Zmolek says other unique features include the ability for IT administrators to send apps based on the employee role to the business instance, policies such as allowing copy paste between instances, and using 256-bit encryption for data.
Zmolek says the Type 2 hypervisor for Divide provides more flexibility in deployment compared to a root-level hypervisor like Red Bend Software's. If you want to use the OEM for virtualization you have few devices and it will take more time to boot devices, he says.2. VMware Horizon Mobile Virtualization VMware offers a hybrid approach to mobile virtualization. The product, Horizon Mobile Virtualization,
is not only a sandbox emulator running as an app, but instead offers some of the benefits of a type 1 hypervisor like Red Bend without the need for root-level access from the phone's OEM. There is an app, but it is more baked into the operating system than a virtual machine app like Enterproid Divide.Horizon Mobile addresses the trend in IT, where more employees use personal devices at work. Hoofar
Razavi, a VMware product manager, says there are too many restrictions on personal use of smartphones in the company. However, the product also makes it safe for employees to perform transactional activities in a safe mode. For example, employees can use their personal device to check Facebook status, but they can go to the business authority to create expense reports or reply to business-
sensitive emails. This combination of is more fluid for daily work. Mobile devices may be the only touchpoint that employees use to interact with the company, he says. Interestingly, VMware has offered both Type 1 and Type hypervisors for mobile virtualization. The company began virtualizing at the hardware level. Razavi says the company has recognized the lightning-fast design cycle and time-to-market
realities of mobile devices. He says most smartphones are only on the market for about 9-12 months, but it takes about two years for OEMS to develop the phones. This means that hardware-level virtualization is always behind the market. Razavi says the Type 2 hypervisor is well suited for the current BYOD climate because the apps run as fast as a native hypervisor, the virtual instances can take
advantage of new improvements in the processor architecture faster, and Type 2 can support new business apps that are emerging. For now, VMware has announced partnerships with LG and Samsung for the Horizon Mobile client. One of the main differences between Horizon Mobile and Divide: VMware can include its virtual client as the default installation ready for deployment, while Divide could be
more of an aftermarket add-on.3. Red Bend Software vLogix Mobile The main advantage of choosing Red Bend vLogix for mobile virtualization, a Type 1 hypervisor, has to do with speed and control. Lori Sylvia, vice president of Red Bend, says the company has worked closely with several device manufacturers and semiconductor companies to make the product a native to make. She says native
hypervisor at driver level provides better performance, better safety, and closer integration. In this way, she says, next-generation devices will be ready for use. An example of this is the new ARM A-15 Cortex processor, which is currently under development. The processor supports native-level mobile virtualization. With this IT can create a secure enterprise domain for the phone that is used to deploy
mobile operating systems to business. IT becomes like an enterprise platform service provider that selects the exact drivers, firmware, apps, and security. Red Bend is already familiar with this deployment model because they provide the framework for many over-the-air firmware updates used by most major smartphone companies, including Samsung and Motorola. For personal data and apps, the
employee then relies on the standard mobile operator. When a notification is displayed related to the business instance, the employee can return to a home screen and access that platform. To visualize the difference between Type 1 and Type 2 hypervisors, the change from one platform to another can occur on the actual phone lock screen, as opposed to switching apps. This provides more hardware-
level security and faster performance. The downside, of course, is that working with OEMs takes longer. There will be fewer smartphones that can support hardware levels virtualization.IT user acceptance One of the challenges of mobile virtualization has to do with user acceptance. When an employee takes an iPhone into work, the last thing they expect is to hand over the device to IT for gatekeeping.
Fortunately, as Hazelton noted, these employees are more likely to support new mobile virtualization policies when they see the value in their job. For example, mobile virtualization through unified communication can help reduce some complexity. IT can seamlessly merge a device into the enterprise as your work and personal phone becomes a device. Employees also benefit from optimized security: Every
time they surf the Internet, take a picture, or chat via instant messaging, they don't have an IT hawk looking over their shoulders. Still, Hazelton says, if they engage in business activities such as sharing a secure financial report AA, they can use the approved business apps and an OS instance controlled by IT. Also, no complex password is required on the device if an employee wants to check the
messages. Employees can also download any app on their phone as long as they do so in their personal virtual operating system. A big hurdle for a widespread introduction: Most mobile virtualization software now only works with Android phones. This leaves the world's most popular phone out of the loop: the iPhone. Hazelton says few organizations have standardized only on Android phones.
Virtualization helps to You still need policies In the end, mobile virtualization addresses some critical trends in the organization. The only limitation is that mobile virtualization fully addresses the activities of unauthorized employees. There is a clear separation between personal and business activities, and IT can control which apps are approved for business use, but employees can continue to send
personal emails that contain business data. They can still share photos of financial records with their and transmits them via Yahoo Mail.Hazelton advises companies to still address the root causes of security breaches and develop clear mobile policies. Virtualization can help, but it's not a foolproof answer to the BYOD problem. John Brandon is a former IT manager at a Fortune 100 company that now
writes about technology. Read more about virtualization in CIO's virtualization drilldown. This story, Is mobile virtualization ready for your business? was originally published by CIO. Copyright © 2012 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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